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Worksheet 3 
Documentary: “Las fosas de la memoria” [Graves of memory] (2007) (12:50 min) 

 
A. Before you watch the video: Read the following information and complete the 
activity. 
 
The Historical Memory Law was proposed in 2004 by Spanish president José Luis 
Zapatero and passed by the Congress of Deputies in 2007. This law formally condemns 
Franco’s dictatorship (1939-1975), recognizes the victims on both sides of the Civil War 
(1936-9) and provides certain reparations for the victims and their families. Zapatero’s 
grandfather was a captain in the Republican army, who was executed for refusing to 
switch sides when he was captured. This type of execution was a frequent practice. Some 
200,000 civilians were also executed (including 49,000 on the Republican side) in what 
has been termed the “Spanish Holocaust” by British historian Paul Preston. One of the 
most important provisions of the Historical Memory Law allocates federal funds for the 
mapping of mass graves (see map below), exhumation and identification of the victims. 
This provision has generated a great deal of activity, as you will see in the video. 
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Useful Information on the Spanish Civil War 
 
Some historians believe that WWII actually began in Spain. Franco, supported by the 
army, Catholic Church, monarchists and "falangistas" (members of the Spanish fascist 
party), won the war with help from Hitler and Mussolini. The Republicans, supported by 
the navy, liberals, regionalists, anarchists, socialists and communists) hoped to receive 
aid from Britain, France and the United States, but never did. As a last resort, they turned 
to the Soviet Union. It should be noted that the Communist Party had quite a small 
following Spain, where historically socialists and anarchists have dominated the left. 
There were also many conservative elements among the Republicans, who were united 
by their commitment to democracy and strong anti-fascist sentiment, but divided on 
many other issues. At the very least, German bombing of civilian populations (Madrid 
and later, the small town in northern Spain of Guernica) may be considered a “dress 
rehearsal” for WWII.    
 
At the end of the Spanish Civil War (1939), almost half a million Republican exiles fled 
over the Pyrenees into France. Spain’s neighbor was caught unprepared for this massive 
influx of exiles, who were put into concentration camps. The Germans invaded France in 
May of 1940. Many of the exiles were able to return to Spain. Others fought in the 
French Resistance, perished in German concentration camps, or made their way to Latin 
America. The governments of the Dominican Republic (then Santo Domingo), Mexico 
and Argentina were particularly supportive of the Republican exiles.  
 
The Historical Memory Law is quite controversial today. It has been criticized from the 
left for not going far enough in terms of reparations. It has been criticized from the right 
for stirring up the past and violating the Pact of Forgetting, which was agreed upon by 
political parties on the right and left after Franco’s death in 1975 to facilitate the 
Transition to Democracy. The video you are about to see focuses on the excavation of 
mass graves, which the Historical Memory Law funded. In more recent years, the 
conservative government has essentially left the the Law without effect by defunding it. 
 
Activity  
Plot and label the following dates or periods on the time-line. First, complete as much 
as you can without referring to the text. Then, refer to the text as needed. 
 
 

1936-1939       1940       1939-1975       1975       1975-1980s       2004       2007 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
   /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     /     / 
1900                  1950                                                  2000 
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B. While you watch the video 
 
1. Listen for any form of the vocabulary items below. Check the item in the space 
provided if you hear any form of it. 
 
___Cráneo – skull  
___Fusilar–  to execute by firearm 
___Enterrar– to bury 
___Cordel– string 
___Consejo de guerra – court martial  
___Alzamiento – military uprising 
___Juicio – trial 
___Preso – prisoner 
___Homenaje – homage 
___Fosa – grave 
___Amontonado – piled up 
___Sanear – to clean up 
___Exhumar –  to exhume 
___Fosa común – mass grave 
___Arrojado – thrown 
___Varón – male 
___Recurrir –  to appeal 
___Sepultura digna – decent burial 
___Anular – to declare null and void 
___Declarar ilegítimos – declare illigitimate 
___Expropiación de bienes – confiscation of property 
___Anti-España – Anti-Spain (term used by Franco to refer to Republicans) 
___Consentimiento – consent 
___Juzgado militar – military court 
___Homenaje - homage 
___Reconocimiento - recognition 
___Juicio sumarísmo – brief “trial” with no legal guarantees 
 
 
2. Watch the video again. Focus on the emotional responses of the people interviewed 
and complete the chart below with the following information:  

• emotional responses you observe  
• events or memories that trigger the emotional response  
• demand/s each person is making 
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Note that in some cases the person is reporting someone else’s response. In these cases, 
write  down whose response they are reporting. You may watch the video as many times 
as needed. 
 
Name Emotional response Trigger Demand 
 
Juliana Sánchez  
 

   

 
María Teresa Sanés 
 

   

 
Carolina Rahola 
 

   

 
Esperanza Padilla 
 

   

 
Aida Lorenzo 
 

   

 
Fausto Canales 
 

   

 
Francisca Córdoba 
 

   

 
 
C. After watching the video, answer the following questions:  
 
1) With which of the interviewees do you identify most? Why?  
 
 
2) What do you think historical memory means for him or her? 
 
 
3) What cinematic techniques are used to elicit an emotional response in the viewer? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


